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SIMI_.ATION STL_Y OF _._0 VTOL CONTROL/DISPI_Y
SYSTEMS IN IMC APPROACH AND LANDING
Verno,i K. Merrick
A_es Research Center
_b
SUMMARY
2
Two contcol/display systems, differing in overall complexity but both
designed expressly for VTOL approaches to and landings on ships in IMC were
tested using the Ames _light Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). Both
systems had full attitude command; the more complex system (Type I) also had
transla ional velocity command. The systems were applied to existing models
of a VTOL lift-fan transport and the AV-gA Harrier. Simulated landings were
made on a model of a DD963 Spruance-class destroyer. It was concluded that
acceptable transitions and vertical landings can be performed, using the
Type I system, in free-air turbulence up to 2.25 m/sec and sea state 6 and,
using the Type 2 system, in free-air turbulence up to 1.5 m/sec and sea
state 4.
INTRODUCTION
An important component in the assessment of the cost and maintainability
of VTOL aircraft requires at least a broad answer to tilequestion: What is
the degree of flight control and display complexity necessary to meet specific
operational requirements? Contributions toward answering this question, for
requirements relevant to the task of instrument meteorological conditions (IMC)
, approach and vertical landing on both fixed and moving platforms, have already
been made. Of note are the design and simulation of advanced VTOL flight con-
trollers at Ames Research Center (refs. I, 2) and _._eflight test and simula-
tion work sponsored by the U.S. Navy. (refs. 3-5).
Because of the vast number of variables involved, a complete answer to
_ the above question, even in the form restricted to the approach and landing,
" would be a formidable task involving large resources. A less complete answer,
and one that would require fewer resources, may be obtained through the
: straightforward approach of (I) designing a series of control and display
° _ systems, each consistent with a different level of complexity; (2) applying
_. those systems, in turn, to one or more VTOL models; and (3) testing the
._-_ results on a piloted simulator. The term "level of complexity" used here
;T_e _' relates to the number and type of the major control and display features that
.f:= _ influence the degree of stability and control and, therefore, the handling
•. _ qualities. The ordering Judgment is qualitative, based on what is perceived
_" to be a consensus on the number and type of instruments, electronics, and
mechanisms required to implement each control and display system. This simple
¥,. approach is the one currently adopted at Ames. Because it omits many detailed
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considerations associated with variations within a given control and display
' system concept, however, it can provide only a broad answer. The approach
also runs the risk of missing important results. Nonetheless, the exploratory
nature of the approach is appropriate at the present stage of VTOL development.
-b
In this paper two control/dlsplay designs are considered. The first,
designated Type I, is that described and tested in references t and 2. This
, system employs full-authority attitude and flightpath flight controllers to
control all degrees of freedom; by today's standards, it is a complex system.
A simulation evaluation (ref. 2) indicated that an aircraft equipped with a
Type I system could be landed, in zero visibility conditions, on a small ship
operating in sea state 4. The pilot rating for the task was 3.5; however, it
should be noted that potentially important aerodynamic effects of the ship on
the aircraft were not represented in the tests. The second system, designated
Type 2, is derived from the first by removing the fllghtpath flight controller
and reverting to power and thrust vector angle for longitudinal flightpath
control. In complexity, this system may be regarded as being about midway
between the Type I system and a system employing a minimum of stability aug-
mentation (typified by that used on the Harrier AV-SA).
This paper starts with a definition of the approach and landing task,
followed by a brief review of the Type I system and a more detailed technical
description of the Type 2 system. To provide a more complete understanding of
how the various elements of control and display work together during the vari-
ous segments of the approach and landing, a description of both systems is
given from an operational viewpoint.
Both types of control/dlsplay systems have been incorporated into models
of the AV-8A Harrier (ref. 6) and the MCAIR Model 253 llft-fan V/STOL trans-
port (ref. I). A piloted simulation has been carried out on the Ames FSAA to
obtain a performance comparison for IMC approach to and landing on a destroyer
operating in various sea states. An important difference between these tests
and those reported in reference 2 is the _ncluslon of a model of ship alr-wake
turbulence (ref. 7). The simulation is described and the primary results are
given and discussed.
; APPROACH AND LANDING TASK
_!_ The approach and landing may be regarded as taking place in three dis-
_, tinct phases: transition, hover maneuvers, and final descent. The beginning
_ and end of each of these phases are clearly defined.
J_; i The transition starts at the point where conversion from conventional
flight to power._d-llft flight is comple':e. For some aircraft (Dornler Do 31,
VAK 191) the conversion process Involv.,s starting additional lift propulsion
units. The point at which all the propulsion units are in operation and
ganged together is defined as the start of transition. For aircraft that do
not use additional llft-propulslon units (Harrier), the start of transition is
defined as the point where the thrust is first deflected on the approach, The
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transition ends at the initial station-keeping poitlt, which is a point at rest
relative to the mean ship position (position when the ship tell, pitch, yaw,
heave, surge, and sway are all zero). £he initial station-keeping point is
usually located such that some degree of overshoot is allowed without danger
of colliding with the ship.
The approach path and velocity schedule during the transition are not
arbitrary. The control/display systems discussed n this report were d_signed
to be most efficient for flying the approach paths and velocity schedules
shown in figure I. The longitudinal deceleration during these transitions is
essentially constant. The regions AB and CH shown in figure I, in which the
pilot starts and ends the deceleration, are exaggerated; each takes place in
only 4 sec in a total deceleration period of about 70 sec. The equations
defining these reference approach paths and velocity schedules are given in
appendix E of reference I.
The hover maneuvers take place at constant altitude and involve trans-
lating the aircraft from the initial station-keeping point to the final
station-keeping point. The latter point is directly over the mean position of
the desired touchdown point on the ship's deck. Since the Type 2 control/
display system uses a hover flight director, a reference hover point mrst be
defined that translates, in some predetermined way, from the initial to the
final station-keeping points. The equations defining the kinematics of the
reference hover point are given in appendix A.
The vertical descent phase starts at the final statlon-keeplng point and
ends at touchdown. Since the Type 2 control/dlsplay system uses a vertical
flight director during this phase, a reference hover point must be defined
that descends, in some predetermined way, from the final station-keeplng point
to the touchdown point. The equations defining the appropriate kinematics are
also given in appendix A.
It is important to note that these various phases of the approach and
landing have special significance in the control/display design in that each
phase may involve different control, display, and flight director elements,
with the switch from one to the next being made either automatically or
manually.
• TYPE 1 CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEM
The Type I system is described in detail in references I and 2, and a
summary of the primary features of the system is given in figure 2. State
rate feedback implicit model following (SRFIMF) flight controllers (ref. I)
are used throughout. The pilot control modes provided by the attitude and
fllghtpath flight controllers are shown in tables I and 2, respectively, and
the corresponding control sensitivities and second-order control characteris-
tics are shown in tables 3 and 4. A breakdown of the head-up dlsplay (HUD)
into the attitude, transition, and terminal subdisplays is shown in figure 3.
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TABLE I.- PILOT CONTROL MODES: ATTIIUDE FLIGHT CONTROLLER
ATTITUDE FLIGHT CONTROLLER :AFC)
qOLL PITCH YAW
STICK STICK PEDALS
YAW
RATE
ROLL PITCH COMMAND
0.20knots ATTITUDE ATTITUDE WITH
COMMAND COMMAND HEADING
HG,.D
.J 20-30knots BLENt) BLEND¢
O
tu ROLL YAW
RATE RATE
30krmt$ COMMAND COMMAND
CONVERSION WITH WITH
SPEED (120knots) BANK BANK-
ANGLE ANGLE
HOLD FEEDBACK
TABLE 2.- PILOT CONTROL MODES: FLIGHTPATH FLIGHT CONTROLLER
r
FLIGHTPATH FLIGHT CONTROLLER (FPFC)
LONGITUDINAL LATERAL VERTICAL
THUMBWHEEL THUMB BUTTON THUMB BUTTON LEVER
ACCELERATION
o_- COMMAND VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY
, -_ G20 knotl WITH
_,_.- VELOCITY COMMAND COMMAND COMMAND
/: | .OLO 1_ , _ .... I _,,
¢ 20-30kc_ts PHASEOUT PHA_EOUT
SPEED(l_0klmtl)
6 ;
!
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, TABLE 3.- ATTITUDE CONTROLLER CHARACTERISTICS
b AXIS LONGITUDINAL LATERAL VERTICAL
PILOT'S CONTROL THUMB WHEEL ! THUMRBUTTON THUMB BUTTON
VC LEVER VC LEVER VCLEVER VCLEVER
_' ACCELERATION VELOCITY VELOCITY
COMMAND COMMAND COMMAND
0 043mltl¢: r' 0 66m se_ N BOmlse¢/m
CONTROL (0 14ft,tec: / ) I9 7ft'.,ecqb) (400ft/mm/m.
SENSITIVITY
CONTROL MODE
FREQUENCYr_/_ 125
- 4
CONTROL MODE 0 7
DAMPING FACTOR
TABLE 4.- FLIGHTPATH CONTROLLER CHARACTERISTICS
AXIS _ ROLL ] PITCH YAW
.,LOrSCO.TROLST,CX/ sT,cx ,,EOALS
ATT,TUO_+_A r._oE-- RATE
COMMAND COMMAND COMMAND
m4 °lm 1750Im 41B°/w.,/m
CONTROL (10_Ira.) 14.44°1m.) (12.31°lw./m.]
SENSITIVITY RATE TRIM
COMMANO 4°/me
i2113o/W,._/m
Iv _ L|1_/eoc/in.)
_ ' CONTROL MOOE
" : FREQUENCY_ 2.0
_' ; CONTROL MOOE
_,. 0.76
" UAMPINQ FACTOR
,1
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4 It is important to note that the Type 1 system ctmtains a three-axis
flight ditector (ref. 2) for the transition phase only. During tile hover
maneuvers and final descent phases, the HUD provides the pilot wi_P situation
: informatior, only. A flight director summary is shown in table 5.
J
TYPE 2 CONTROL/DISPLAY S','STE_I
A summary of the primary features of the Type 2 system is given in fig-
ure 4. The same attitude flight controller is used [n this covtrol/dispiay
system as in the Type I system, with the same filet control modes and control
characteristics (tables I and 3). A fllghtpat flight controller is not pro-
vided in the Type 2 syntem, flightpath control being through the direct use of
thrust magnitude and thrust vector angle. However, the management of flight-
path control is integrated into a single lever arrangement (fig. 4). The
thrust magnitude is controlled by the pilot with a conventional power lever
and the thrust vector angle with a switch mounted on the side cf the poser
lever. This switch enables the pilot to rotate the thrust vector forward or
aft, at a fixed predetermined rate, depending on the scheduled transition
deceleration.
In early development work on the Type 2 system, using a f ed-base simu-
lator, th_ possibility of using a thumb-wheel control (similar ¢o that on the
Type I system flightpath control lever shown in fig. 3) for direct command of
thrust vector angle, was investigated. This approach was soon abandoned,
largely because it seemed unsafe to have such a powerful control on a small
thumb wheel.
However, although the use of thrust-vector-angle rate command appears to
be a safer approach, and from a pilot workload viewpoint may be even desirabl_
during transition, it is decidedly inferior to the thrust-vector-angle cowmand
for precise longitudinal positioning in hover, this is why a thumb button was
provided; it was located on to_ of the power lever, and was used by the pilot
to command an incremental thrust vector angle (proportioual to thumb pressure)
up to limits of zlO'. The use of thrust-vector-angle rate counand during
transition and thrust-vector-angle coesaand during hover has certaln slailari-
t!es to use in the Type I Jystem of longltudlnal acceleration command in
transition and Iongitudlnal velocity c_rmand in hover.
The Type 2 system HUD fornat is shown in detail in figure 5. As with the
Type l system HUD, this format is designed with close attention to the method
of control used. The nest notable difference between the Type I and Type 2
_' HUD formats is that the longitudinal acceleration scale, on the right-hand
side of the Type I kq/D, is replaced by a Icngltudlnal velocity scale. Other.
lest sIKnlficant differences will become evident during the discussion of the
operational use of the two systems, i,
It can be seen from the flight director sumw, y (t.h],2 5) that unlike the i
Type I system, the TyPe 2 system provides tim pilot witL _ three-axis flight [
director for use in hover maneuvers and during final de3tent. The need for
9
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|TABI,E 5.- FI,IGIIT DIRECTOR SUHI_RY
[ Approach T:rranslational II Type I system Type 2 _,ystem
! and i degree r
Invading : of i Flight Control method Flight Co_trol method
phast' i frcedom director directorl_ngi tud inn I Yes Longttud [hal Yes Const,mt vector-angle
acceleration rate
Transit ion I,ateral Yes Rnll .'ate Yes Roll rate
Vertical Yes Vertical velocity Yes Power
Hover Longitudinal No Longitudinal Yes Pitch-attitude or
maneuvers velocity thrust-vector angle
and
Lateral No Lateral velocity Yes Roll .tttitudei'ioa I
descent Vert [col No Vet _. ical velocity Yes Po_mr
10
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this director was =stablished during Type 2 system devc!opment. This earlier
work showed that without a suitable flight director the low translational
damping of the aircraft, combined with the limited situation information pro-
vided by the HUD, made precise positioning in hover extremely difficult. Low
translational damping, particularly in heave, also causes some piloting prob-
lems during transition. However, a more important problem in transition is
i caused by the coupling between the power and thrust-vector-angle controls (a
change of vertical speed or horizontal speed, with the other held constant,
requires a change of both power and thrust vector angle). This control
coupling is eliminated and the translational damping augmented in the Type 1
system by the use ot a flightpath flight controller. It follows that the
problem of flight director design i_-much more critical for the Type 2 system
than for the Type I system, because the director must provide, in addition to
basic guidance information, a degree of compensation for some important
handling-qualities deficiencies inherent in an aircraft equipped with a Type 2
system. In fact, the success of a Type 2 system in achieving an all-weather
approach and landing capability rests largely on the effectiveness of the
flight director design. •
Longitudinal (Thrust-Vector-Angle) Fli_ht Director
In the design of the Type 2 system it is assumed that the primary longi-
tudinal velocity control is the thrust vector angle. Pitch attitude is not
used specifically ms a means of either speed or height control. Any changes
of pitch attitude during transition are assumed to be for some other reason,
such as improved visibility or to attain a good touchdown attitude. As stated
earlier, the pilot changes the thrust vector angle, during transition, by
depressing a thrust-vector-angle rate switch (TVRS) located on the power lever.
The purpose of the transition longitudinal flight director is to inform the
pilot when, and in which direction, to press the TVRS so that the aircraft's
longitudinal velocity follows, acceptably closely, the preestabllshed refer-
ence velocity schedule.
Because the method employed to control velocity is discontinuous or
"bang-bang," the relationship between the input -- through the TVRS -- and the
output - as measured by aircraft velocity -- is nonlinear, and it is not pos-
sible to synthesize a suitable flight director by linear theory. The problem
of selecting a suitable flight director is closely related to the problem of
control in relay servomechanisms. Following the lead established in relay
servomechanisms, a fruitful design technique utilizes the phase plane, which,
for velocity control, is defined by aircraft velocity and acceleration. The
: motion of the aircraft in the phase plane is simply a trajectory formed by
_ pairs of value_ of velocity error and acceleration error, each pair being
_ measured at the same instant. Time, therefore, is a parameter that varies
. along the phase-plane trajectory. The central problem in designing a satis-
-:. factory flight director is one of identifying suitable switching lines These
lines are defined in the phase plane and are usually, but not necessarily,
independent of time, The crosslnF of the phase-plane trajectory and a switch-
' ing line signifies a switching event that is registered on the HUD and used by
_,. the pilot as a cue for pressing the TVRS in the appropriate d_Lection, or of
, releasing it.
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The principal aim in selecting the switching lines is to minimize the
number of times tilepilot is directed to press the TVRS, whilv maintaining the
velo, ity error within acceptable bodnds (_+I0knots). There appears to be no
ansl, tica[ technique available to achieve the desired aim. Fortunately, hr..-
, ever the selection of tileswitching lines does not appear to be too critical.
; rh,., _pproach adopted here was to select a simple analytical forn,, for tile
sw thing lines, whiuh is a function of a small number of parameters. The
va!,es of these parameters were then selected by trial and error, first using
a s mplified computer model representing the VTOI. approach and pilot, and
_. finally using the fixed-base piloted simulator.
The shape of the switching lines used for the Type 2 velocity flight
dire:tot is shown in figure 6. The ,ma]ytical form of these lines is given
be]_ _ i.
(^_x)2
Line AB: AVX = AVU
2gC
(^(,x)z
Line BC: AVX = AVU + 2g_,
• _ (I)
(AVX)-
Line DE: AVX = AVL
2g_
(A_X)2
Line EF: AVx = AVL + 2g_
where
AVx longitudi_al velocity error
AVU t,pperlongitudinal velocity error limit at zero acceleration error
AVL lo%,_erlong_r,adlnal velocity error limit at zero acceleration error
AVX longitu_'nal acceleration error
g act 21eration due to gravity ?
thrust vector angle rate (fixed)
tt i_ clear from thls.analytlcal form that there are three adjustable param-
eters, AVU, AVi, and _. The swltchlng zones are also shown in figure 6. A _
typical phase-plane trajectory is shown in figure 7, and the time variation
of tlte "'ar'ables involved ts shown in figure 8. This trajectory was generated i_
using a aigital computer programmed co represent a model of the Harrier and a
pilot. The trajectory corresponds to a decelerdtlng transition along a
14
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strazght, 6° approach path, starting at 120 knots and ending at hover. The
aircraft was assumed to start on the glide _lope, at a speed of 120 knots.
This initial condition corresponds to the origin of figure 7. The phase-plane
: trajectory stays at the origin until the start of the scheduled deceleration
of 0.91 m/set 2 (3 ft/sec2). From this point, the acceleration and veloc!ty
errors start to increase until the trajectory crosses the switching llne at
SI (fig. 7). In a piloted simulation this event would be shown on the HUD.
The pilot model used here contains a tlme lag (0.2 sec) to represent the time
needed by the pilot to interpret the HUD and press the TVRS (point PI, fig. 7).
With the TVRS pressed, the thrust vector angle increases at a fixed rate (in
; this example 0.75°/set) and, since the aircraft's deceleration exceeds the
reference deceleration, the acceleration error is reduced (figs. 7, 8). How-
ever, since the acceleration error remains positive for some time after the
TVRS is pressed, the velocity error increases and reaches a maximum of about
4 m/sec (13.1 ft/sec). Eventually the acceleration error becomes negative,
the velocity error starts to reduce, and the trajecLory crosses the switching
line at Sz. At this point, the HUD would indicate that the TVRS should be
released, which the pilot does at Pz. After release of the TVRS, the air-
craft's deceleration becomes less than the reference deceleration and the
acceleration error again begins to approach zero. In this example two more
swltch-and-release cycles were required before the aircraft approached a hover
at point H (fig. 7). For this example, the variation of longitudinal veloc-
ity with distance to hover is shown in figure 9.
By its very nature, the velocity flight director cannot, in general, pro-
vide sufficient information to enable the pilot to reduce the velocity and
acceleration to zero at hover. In the example shown, the final velocity error
is 2 m/set (6.6 ft/sec) and the final acceleration error is -0.2 m/set 2
(-0.66 ft/sec 2) (fig. 8). When the aircraft is in the vicinity of the initial
station-keeping point, the pilot switches to the hover flight director and
reduces the velocity and acceleration errors to zero using the hover control
modes provided.
Two further points regarding the velocity flight director should be men-
tioned. First, the general shape of the switching line is an important factor
in reducing the number of times the pilot must press the TVRS during transi-
tion. The slope of the switching line at any point is a measure of the amount
of lead information, from acceleration, that is being used. When the err_:s
are larg_, the pilot is given a relatively early indication of when to press
the TVRS, and this tends to reduce these errors rapidly. On the other hand,
when the errors are small, the lead is reduced; although the reduction in the
errors is slower, this is less Important than the fact that the number of
switches required is also reduced. In other words, the form of the switching
_ line provides tight control of large errors and loose control of small errors.
_ The second point concerns the use of the lower switching line (fig. 7).
i_- In the example shown, the lower switching line was never crossed and all the
;_" switching occurred in the direction of increasing thrust vector angle.
_ Although ideal, this situation is attainable only if the pilot is reasonably
quick (less than 0.5 sec) to respond to the flight director. If he is slow
/ to respond, the errors may grow and the trajectory may eventually cross the
!
i
1 ,
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lower switching lint,. This event means that the aircraft has been decelerated
too much or that the speed is well below the reference speed or both. The
pilot is therefore directed to reduce the deceleration, and in extreme cases
to accelerate the aircraft, by reducing the thrust vector angle. This type of
action, although not serious, increases the _ilot workload.
A functional block diagram of tileveiocity flight director is shown in
figure I0. To avoid false switching indication in turbulence• it was found
necessary to filter the acceleration signal (fig. I0). The filter used here i
is a simple "moving-averages" design; it was a convenient design because the
simulation of the system used a digital computer, if, in the real aircraft, I
the computation were analog, then an equlvalent filter design would be i
required. Tests carried out with the fixed-base simulator resulted in the i
selection of a filter span of 0.5 sec. The equivalent filter-lnduced lag is
therefore 0.25 sec. With this filter, false switching signals were apparent
only in extremely high turbulence (greater than 2.5 m/see (8.2 it/see) rum)
and even then their short duration tended to make them recognizable to the I
pilot. These same tests also indicated that the first switch after the onset I
of the deceleration tended to bc delayed too much, resulting in higher than I
desirable velocity errors. This problem was overcome by setting the upper !
velocity error limit, _VU, to half its nominal value until after the first
_witch had occurred.
The nominal values of _VU and AVL selected from the tests were i
1.83 m/set (6 ft/sec) and -4.27 m/set (-14 ft/sec), respectively. The nominal 1
value of the vector-angle rate depends on the particular aircraft being con- [
sidered. However, the vector-rate value is strongly related to the difference •I
between the steady-state vector angles for hover and for the approach condi- i
tions (prior to deceleration). The rate selected for the Harrier was 1.0°/s¢c; l
for the lift-fan transport the selected rate was 2.5°/sec. i!
Vertical (Throttle) Flight Director I
In the design of the Type 2 system it is assumed that engine thrust is
the primary means of altitude contro]. Throughout the entire approach and
landing, the pilot maintains the preselected reference flightpath by adjusting
the throttle setting to null the vertical flight director output given on the
HFD (figs. 5(b) and 5(c)).
.: A block diagram of the vertical flight director is shown in figure 11.
_- In terms of its feedback loops, this director is closely related to the SRFINF
_" flight controller (ref• 1) This similarity is superficial since the pilot
_i provides the inputs to the SgFIHF, whereas the fllght director provides inputs
_ to the pilot• Thus, the bandwidth requirements of a flight controller and
flight director diffar markedly.
The primary problem in flight dlractor design is to obtain a satisfactory
comprottse betveen the magnitude of the aircraft's position errors and the
pilot vorkload required to follow the flight director. If the director gains
are high, then the errors w£11 be low, but the pilot workload will be high.
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Figure I0.- Longltudinal (thrust-vector-angle) flight director.
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' NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUES
HOVER MANEUVERSPARAMETER TRANSITION ANO FINAL DESCENT
-t
._ kh 0.0278 mc"2 0.01796 Mc"2
; kl_ 0.3.333sec-1 0.268 mc-1
k2h 3.891 dog wc21m 2.920 dell Nc2 m"I
rh 0.3333 _oc 0.3333 wc
hR
FILTER rhs + 1
hR
THROTTLE THROTTLE (FIG. 6)
PORTION POSITION
LIMITS
;Isure II.- Vertical (throttle) flight direct.,.
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Unlike the constant-airspeed, constant-throttle approaches typical of con-
ventional (CTOL) aircraft, VTOL aircraft approaches require a continuously
varying throttle setting to counter the changing aerodynamic forces during
transition. It follows that for comparable altitude errors, the VTOL flight
director must have a higher bandwidth (larger gains) than a CTOL flight
director. Therefore, the primary flight director design problom is more
difficult for VTOL aircraft than for CTOL aircraft.
The vertical flight director (fig. 11) uses vertical acceleration to
assist in providing lead information to the pilot to help him maintain accept-
able altitude errors during the deceleration. The disadvantage of using ver-
tical acceleration is that is produces a very active flight director indication
in turbulence. This problem can be alleviated, to some e^cent, by filtering
. the acceleratlo_ signal (fig. I1). The filter used is similar to that used
for the longitudinal flight director (fig. IO).
The nominal vdlues for the vertical flight director parameters (fig. 11)
were selected in tl_e following way. First, with the flight director coupled
directly to the throttle (no pilot), several sets of parameters were deter-
mi_ed analytically, each corresponding to a different total system (aircraft
plus flight director) damping level. Each of these parameter sets was then
trled out in the previously mentioned simplified digital simulation to obtain
the magnitude of the altitude errors during transition. A typical example of
the results of this simulation, using the parameter values given in figure 11,
is sho_m in figure 12. In addition to showing the maximum altitude error
(-1.8 m), figure 12 shows the large increase of throttle requtred during
transition. From the results of the simplified simulation, several candidate
sets of parameter values were selected and tested, using the fixed-base
piloted simulation, to evaluate the pilot workload requXred to follow the
flight director signal. From these tests, two sets of parameter value_ were
selected, one for transition, the other, with somewhat lower gains, for hover
maneuvers and final descent. These parameter value sets correspond to coupled
system (no pilot) time constants of 8 sec for transition and I0 sec for hover
maneuvers and final descent.
Hover Flight Director
In the design of the Type 2 system it is assumed that during the hover
maneuvers and flnml descent, control of aircraft position in the horizontal
Flane is primarily through pitch and ro!! attitudes. The pilot follows a pre-
_, selected fllghtpath (appendix A) by varying the _ircraft'_ altittule (using
_. the stick) to null the hover flight director output given on the HUD
_ (fig. 5(c)).
_- A block diagram of the hover fllght director is sl_cn In figure 13.
_ t kcauu the directors for both pitch a,_d roll are identlcal, only roU is
shown in figure 13. The method used to select the parmmeter valuss was a/mr-
' tar to that used in the design of the vertlc_.l flight director, The doslgn
problmB are s/_tlar, though aomm_hmt lass severe, than for the vertical
flIsht director. An l_portant requirement for the hover maneuvers and flnal
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F£gure 12.- Time variation of vert£cal parameters in typLcal transition.
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descent is that they be completed in the shortest possible time and this,
together with the need for accurate station keeping during the final descent,
forces consideration of relatively high flight director gains and the inclu-
sion of acceleration feedback. The acceptability of these gains is largely
dependent on the activity of the flight director output, particularly in tur-
bulence. Since the effect of turbulence, in hover, is far less than in tran-
sition, the acceleration input to the director is not filtered (compare
figs. II and 13). The selected parameter values (fig. 13) correspond to a
dlrect-coupled (no pilot) minimum damping time constant of I0 sec. A Bode
plot, showing the dynamic performance of the flight director/alrcraft system
is shown in igure 14. The response of the aircraft in position y to a
pilot roll angle command _p behaves, as expected, like a double integrator
(phase lag of 180 °) at low frequencies. At frequencies higher than
0.5 rad/sec, the combined flight controller and eircraft roll dynamics intro-
duce additional lags which become pronounced at freql,encies greater than the
2-rad/sec break frequency designed into the SRFIMF roll cont_oller "implicit"
model. The ._sponse of the flight director output _c to pilot roll-angle
command _p shows a significant phase lead over the response of the displace-
ment y to the pilot command. Figure 14 shows a phase lead of 90 ° at low
frequency rising to 290 ° at a frequency of i rad/sec. This lead compensation
eases the piloting task of acquit ,g and maintaining the station-keeping point.
Lateral Flight Director
The transition lateral flight director is used to acquire the localizer.
The same director feedback loops and gains are used for both the Type I and
Type 2 systems (fig. 33 .n ref. I). Because the localizer is a vertical plane
and no commanded maneuvering is involved, the lateral flight director gains
are lower than for the vertical or hover flight directors and no acceleration
feedback is required. The lower gains are reflected in the fact that the
direct-coupled (no-pilot) minimum damping time constant is 20 sec.
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Any control/dSsplay system functions can be understood best by following,
step by step, the intended pilotlng operation during a typlcal approach and
• landing. Such an operational description is given for each of the two types
: of systems. Both systems require the pilot to perform certain switching
operations for control mode and flight director selection. These switches are
... i located on the stick grip (fig. 15).
Typlcal Landing Using Type I System
It is assumed that at the start of the approach, the aircraft is on the
glide slope with the scheduled speed an4 rate of descent, but is displaced
laterally from the localizer and trimmed at a pltch attitude that is different
from that required at touchdown. With these condltlons the pilot will have
i 24
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Figure 14.- Bode plots for hover fltsht director (lateral control).
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the vertical velocity lever and longitudinal acceleration thumb _,heel (fig. 2)
positioned so that the two pilot c_mmand symbols on the left and right scales
of figure 3(b) match the corresponding flight director symbols.
The actions taken by the pilot during the approach and landing are
detailed below.
, i. Lateral stick in conjunction with the lateral flight director
" (fig. 3(b)) is used to acquire the localizer.
_t 2. At a predetermined distance from the initial station-keeping point
(this distance depends on the preselected level of longitudinal deceleration
during transition), the acceleration flight director (right scale of fig. 3(b))
moves, from zero, to indicate the required deceleration. The pilot then moves
the thumb wheel (fig. 2) until the pilot acceleration command symbol matches
the acceleration flight director symbol.
3. Assuming that the predetermined flightpath is straight, the vertical
velocity flight director will indicate a gradually reducing rate-of-descent
requirement as the aircraft decelerates. The pilot moves his vertical veloc-
ity level so that the associated command symbol matches that of the flight
director.
4. At about 100 knots, the pilot retrims the aircraft, in pitch, to the
touchdown attitude. He may retrim in either of two ways. He can use the trim
button (fig. 15), which changes the pitch attitude at 4°/see, or he can press
the trim reset button (switch No. 3 in fig. 15) and the control system will
automatically retrim at 4°/see to the preset touchdown attitude. Using either
technique, the final trimmed pitch attitude is indicated on the display
(fig. 3(a)).
5. The transition continues with the pilot following the three flight
director symbols (lateral, longitudinal, and vertical) with the appropriate
controls, while using the pedals to keep the lateral acceleration symbol
(fig. 3(a)) centered.
6. At I00 m (328 it) from the initial station-keeping point, the symbol i
representing the initial station-keeping point _ppears on the HUD, and, when
": the aircraft's speed relative _o the station-'eeping point is less than
I0 m/see (32.8 it/see), the horizontal relative veloclty arrow appears on the
_ HUD (fig. 3(c)). This arrow is the projection of the relative v_locity vector
in the horizontal plane. Assuming that the pilot has followed the flight
_ directors reasonably closely, the initial station-keeping point will approach
!_ the fixed aircraft symbol with reducing relative velocity. Eventually, the
_! vertical velocity and horizontal acceleration flight directors will both indi-
cate zero, the relative velocity vector will be small, and the pilot will have
both his vertical velocity lever and the longitudinal acceleration thumb
wheel in their respective detents.
ii 7. At this point in the landing, the pilot changes control modes by
_': pressing switch No. I on the stick (fig. 15). This action changes the control
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mode from longitudinal acceleration to longitudinal velocity (table 2) and
activates the direct-force lateral velocity controller, if one is available.
Both the longitudinal and lateral velocities are controlled through the hori-
zontal velocity thumb button (fig. 2). The pressing of switch No. 1 also
commands the longitudinal velocity of the aircraft, relative to the initial
station-keeping point, to be zero (this is apparent to the pilot from the
velocity arrow), and introduces a pilot horizontal velocity command arrow on
the HUD (fig. 3(c)). In a system such as that of the Harrier, in which a
b direct-force lateral control is not provided, the technique of laterally
acquiring the initial station-keeping point is similar to that described when
using the Type 2 system.
8. Still keeping the vertical velocity lever in the detent, the pilot
then presses the horizontal-velocity command thumb but_on so that the corre-
_i_nOing pilot-command arrow on the HUD points toward t_, initial station-
meeoing point. In this manner, the pilot brings the aircraft symbol and
initial station-keeping point symbol roughly into coincidence.
9. The pilot then presses switch No. 2 on the stick (fig. 15) and the
station-keeping point symbol on the HUD jumps to the center of the landing
pad.
i0. The pilot uses his thumb button to bring the aircraft symbol and
statlon-keeping symbol (now in its final position) into coincidence.
II. When the altitude is less thav 30 m (100 ft) above the deck, the
deck altitude indicator symbol (T bar) appears oll the HUD (fig. 3(c)). The
distance between the bottom of the aircraft symbol and the horizontal arm of
the deck indicator is a measure of the height of the wheels above the deck.
If the ship is moving in pitch and heave, this motion is apparent from the
deck indicator. The pilot uses his vertical velocity lever to establish a
suitable rate of descent (relative to mean sea level) until the aircraft
settles onto the deck, at which point he pulls back the vertical velocity
lever to reduce the engine speed to idle.
Typical Landing Using Type 2 System
The aircraft state, at the start of the approach, is assumed to be the
same as that in the description of the use of the Type 1 system. The pilot
is assumed to have the power and thrust-vector-angle levers posttioned cor-
rectly for the start of approach conditions.
The actions taken by the pilot during the approach and landing are
_=_ detailed below.
)r'_ I. The lateral control, in conjunction with the lateral flight director
_:_i (fig. 5(b)) is used to acquire the localizer.
_iii 2 At a predetermined point, the longitudinal (thrust-vector-angle)
,:i_
&. flight director indicates the start of deceleration (on the HL_) by a broad
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arrow pointing in the downward direction (fig. 5(b)). The pilot has the
option of pressing the TVRS or, if a nose-up trim change is required to reach
the landing attitude, he can make the trim change. Both options have the
effect of decelerating the aircraft. Eventually the arrow symbol will dis-
appear, indicating that the speed/acceleration error criterion is satisfied.
At the same time that he starts the deceleration, the pilot must follow the
vertical (power) flight director to maintain position on the glide slope.
3. The transition continues with the pilot following the lateral, longi-
tudinal, and vertical flight directors, using the stick, power lever, and
TVRS, respectively. The longitudinal flight director will indicate a downward
pointing arrow (increase the thrust vector angle) three or four times and may,
under some circumstances, indicate an up arrow (decrease the thrust vector
angle).
4. When the aircraft is close to the initial station-keeping point, the
relative speed, as indicated by the velocity arrow (fig. 5(c)), should be low
(less than I0 knots). The pilot then presses switch No. I on the stick grip
to activate the hover flight director (cross bar on fig. 5(c)). This switch
also declutches the thrust-vector-angle lever.
5. The pilot commands the appropriate pitch and roll attitudes to center
the cross bars of the hover flight director until he is satisfied that the
aircraft's position is stabilized acceptablv close to the initial station-
keeping point.
6. The pilot then presses switch No. 2 on the stick grip. This action
starts the station-keeplng point translating toward the ship. The pilot con-
tinues to use the hover flight director, and the aircraft follows the station-
keeping point reasonably closely.
7. Eventually, the station-keeping point reaches its final point over
the desired touchdown point and, shortly thereafter, the aircraft also reaches
the same point. Throughout the translation, the pilot has maintained a con-
stant altitude by following the vertical flight director.
8. When the pilot is satisfied with the location of the aircraft over
the deck, he presses switch No. 2 a second time. This action starts the
: vertical flight director to indicate the power required for a fixed rate of
I descent. If the pilot follows this director, the aircraft will descend to
touchdown.
SIMULATION
Simulation Models
Models of a conceptual V/STOL lift-fan transport and an AV-SA Harrier
were used in the simulation. The V/STOL llft-fan transport model, including
the advanced SRFIMF flight controller, is described in reference I. The model
29
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of the basic AV-8A Harrier is described in reference 6. Modifications to the
Harrier control system to include an SRFIMF flight controller are given in
appendix B.
A Spruance-class destroyer (DD-963) model was used in the simulation. A
model to provide representative motion of the ship in various sea conditions
was obtained using the method given in reference 7. The general method for
generating time histories of ship motion from the power spectra uses a decom-
position of the spectra into a series of discrete sinusoids, with each compo-
nent sinusoid weighted by the spectrum power in the frequency band it repre-
sents. Generally, 15 to 20 sinusoid components are recommended. This number
provides an optimum trade-off between accuracy and computational time. How-
ever, a comparison between 6 and 32 component approximations, reported in
reference 8, showed differences of less than 5% in most cases. Therefore,
following the lead established in reference 3, the six-component sinusoid
model was used for this simulation.
The ship air-wake model was again similar to that used in reference 3.
This model was developed from test data from a 1/50-scale model of an FF-I052
class destroyer. These basic data were adapted to the DD-963 by Strouhal-
number scaling.
Isotropic turbulence, outside the ship's air wake, was modeled using a
standard Dryden representation (ref. 9).
Scope of the Simulation
The basis for evaluation and comparison of the Type 1 and Type 2 control/
display systems is summarized in the following:
I. Operational acceptability of the task
2. Assessment of pilot workload
3. Task performance parameters
_. 4. Evaluation of the HUD format
5. Evaluation of the pilot control modes and mode switching
;_ 6. Evaluation of the flight directors
_'_ i 7. Evaluation of the pilot controls (inceptors)
__ 8. Modeling fidelity
_ 9. Simulation equipment limitations
To help reduce the testlng time, and to improve the flexibillty of the
test procedure, the approach and landing task was divided into two parts.
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One part was the approach transition, starting at 120 k,ots and ending at the
initial station-keeping point; the other was the hover maneuver and tlnal
' descent, starting at the initial station-keeping point and ending at touch-
down. These two parts will be termed "transition" and "landing," respectively.
The reference approach path used throughout the transition tests was a
, straight -3 ° glidepath starting 3,660 m (12,000 it) from the initial station-
, keeping poin=, at an altitude of 217 m (712 it), and ending at the initial
" station-keeping altitude of 25 m (82 it) above sea level. A longitudinal
deceleration of 0.91 m/sec 2 (3 ft/sec 2) was used for most of the tests,
although a few comparison tests were made using decelerations of 1.82 m/sec 2
(6 ft/sec 2) and 2.73 m/sec 2 (9 ft/sec2). The rate of descent variation with
altitude for these types of approach transition is given in figure 16. The
prime environmental variable in the approach transition tests was the turbu-
lence level, and this was varied up to a maximum of 2.9 m/sec (7.5 ft/sec) rms.
Visibility conditions approximated a ceiling of 30 m (100 it) and a runway
visual range (RVR) of 213 m (700 it). With the approach path chosen, the ship
became visible at a range o_ about 152 m (500 it). All approaches were
started with the aircraft on the glidepath but displaced 46 m (150 it)
laterally from the localizer.
The horizontal location of the initial station-keeping point was main-
tained constant throughout the tests at 30 m (I00 it) to starboard and 30 m
(I00 it) aft of the touchdon point (fig. 17).
The geometry of the landing is shown in figure 17. A variety of environ-
mental conditions (table 6) was assumed. These conditions corresponded to a
wind-over-deck (WOD) variation from 15 to 43.3 knots and sea states from
0 (calm) to 6. These same conditions were assumed in tests reported in
reference 3. The angle of the WOD relative to the longitudinal axis of the
ship was either 0° or -30°; in either case, the landing from the initial
statlon-keeping point to touchdown was within the ship's air wake. An impor-
tant difference between these tests and those reported in reference 3 is that
the path through the air wake to the final station-keeping point was about
9.75 m (32 it) higher in the former (25 m vs 15.25 m). The higher altitude
means that with the assumed alr-wake model, the aircraft experiences rms tur-
bulence levels about 47% less than in the tests reported in reference 3.
Most ot the tests were carried out using the AV-gA HaL_ler model. The
lift-fan V/STOL transport model was used only when it was desired to evaluate
,_ lateral thrust deflection. The free-alr, hovering, maximum thrust/welght
ratios of both aircraft were maintained at 1:1 throughout the tests,
_ Before recording data for each major test phase, the pilots were given
some time, in the simulator, to familiarize themselves with the control system
and the task. All the pilot ratings for the various tests were based on the
;_ Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale given in figure 18.
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TABLE 6.- S I_ULATION ENTI RONMENTALCONDITIONS
i Vs. ,_._WIND.,_ov,!Vwlsv,Vwov'rHs' r,,r,,,.'_I°,_. I°_,Condition Sea state ! J s s s
4 knots deg deg i deg i knots knots t ft sec deg deg ft
J
1 O 25 120 -60 -30 25.00 /,3.JO ! 18 15.13 3.1 1.05 4.9
2 5 25 120 -60 -30 25,00 43.30 ,_12 13,50:2.0 0,77 3,4
3 5 20 120 -60 -30 20.00 34.64 12 13,50 2.4 0,80 3.1
4 5 10 135 -45 -30 19.32 27.32 12 13.07 2.9 0.97 2.4
5 5 25 180 0 0 20.00 45.00 12 12.07 0 0.93 2.7
6 5 5 180 0 0 20.00 25.00 12 11.51 0 0.90 1.4
7 4 25 105 -75 -30 17.68 34.15 6.9 10.6 1.1 0.34 2.0
8 3 25 105 -75 -30 17.68 34.15 4.6 8.8 0.6 0.24 1.3
9 3 20 105 -75 -30 14.14 27.32 4.b 2.8 O.b 0.2b 1.2
IO 3 25 90 -90 -30 14.43 28.87 4.6 8.8 O.b 0.09 1.2
11 3 15 120-60 --30 15.00 25.98 4.6 8.8 rO._ 0.35 |.0
12 3 25 1800 ,' 0 |4"00 39"_O 4"6 8"8 rOt 0.21 0°6
t
, '°t -.--'°1 t° °
aStatimt/cs for six sine rave approxtmltions.
: bNo shl, p lOtiOn.
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Simulation Equipment
: The tests were conducted using the Ames Flight Simulator for Adva_:ed
Aircraft (FSAA). A full description of this simulator, including its dynamic
performance, is given in reference 10. Details of the simulator motion drive
washout logic used in the tests is given in appendix C.
'!
• The cockpit layout closely resembled that used in the tests reported in
reference 3. Major differences were that the "Navy high-roll" stick (fig. 3-1
in ref. 3) was replaced by a stick with a luw roll center, similar to that of
an AV-8A Harrier, and the side arm controller shown in figure 3-1 of refer-
ence 3 was removed. Force/displac_ent characteristics of the stick and
pedals are given in table 7.
The pilot was provided with a collimated colored television picture of a
terrain model representing part land and part sea. The scenic features of
interest were a 1/250-scale model og a DD963 destroyer, three runways of
various lengths, and a land-based VTOL port. A picture of the scene is shown
in figure 4.1.1-1 of reference 10 (VFA-07 Terrain Model - Details). The
field of view relative to the pilot's eye was 48" horizontally and 37 ° verti-
cally, the HD_ picture was generated by a separate television monitor and
combined optically with the picture of the scene (ref. 10). The field of view
of the HUDwas 17° both horizontally and vertically. The scale of the pitch
ladder was 1:1 with the visual scene. The motion limits and dynamic perfor-
mance of the "visual flight attachment" (VFA-07) are given in reference I0.
All the tests were conducted using a _cdel scale of 250:1.
The scale model of the Spruance-class destroyer DD963 was servo driven to
provide the requlr_d motion in pitch, roll, and heave. Motion was restricted
to these three primary degrees of freedom to almpllfy the ship-motlon-
producing device (see Simulation Equipment L_nltations). The pilot's views
of the ship from various points dr:ring the planned hover naneuvers and final
descent to touchdovn, for tvo aircraft headings, are shown in figures 19
and 20. These headings are roughly the two alternative IK)D directions shown
in figure 17 and table 6.
A Xerox Corporation Xlgsa 8 cmaputer was used for overall simulation con-
: trol and for calculation of aircraft and ship notion and •taml•tton equipment
drive signals. The digital frame tiu used _aus SS user. A Digital Equipaent
Corporation PDP-II/S5 was used to geu•rate the HUD forest.
-,. Pilot _p•rlenc•
Three pilot• partlc£p•ted in th• t•st: on• from Ames _8earch _tnt•r.
.:_ on• from RAE Bedford (U.g.), and one from gAg F•rnborough (U.t.). These
_ pilots had a cusulativ• total of over 2000 hr fly£n 8 fixed-ring VTOLaircraft.
Both tAg pilots had •xtensiv• experl•nc• t••t-fl_ns Harri•rs. On• of the
pllots had been Involvm/ in • sea trial concerned vlth developln| _JD sysdml-
oSY aml flight profiles for poor _athar and night recovery of the loyal Nay7 ..
Sea Harrier to Invincible class ship• - an activity d£reetl J related to this
)6
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!, TABLE 7.- CHARACTERIbT_CS OF COCKPIT CONTROLS
Center stick Pedals
' Pitch Roll Yaw
" Breakout force, 2.22 2.22 13.34
S (Ib_ (0.5) (0.5) (3.0)
Force grddient, 245 289 2452
N/m (Ib/in.) (1.4) (I.65) (14)
Travel, _0.0953 ±0.,08 _0.0533
m (in.) (_3.75) (_4.25) (_2.1)
5.
I
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simulation study. The NASA pilot had extensive experience flying the XV-5B
lift-fan VTOL aircraft and the X-14B VTOL in-flight simulator. The NASA pilot
also had wide simulator experience flying the Type i system (refs. i, 2).
In the results section of the report the pilots are identified by their
initials: PB and RS are the RAE pilots; RG is the NASA pilot.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION :
Pilot evaluation of transition and landing with Type I and Type 2 control/
display systems are discussed below. (Comments of the RkF pilots are also
presented in ref. 11.)
Operational Acceptability of the Task
A major criticism of the simulator task used in this sLudy had to do with i
the horizontal position of the initial station-keeping point and the localizer i
heading relative to the ship. The selected initial station-keeping point was
located in the ship's air wake for both WOD directions considered. The pilots i
felt that it would have been better had the initial station-keeping point been
located outside the air wake to minimize the work of initial acquisition. The
combined localizer heading and initial station-keeplng point position was such
that if the pilot overshot the mark, the aircraft could hit the ship's super-
structure. The pilots considered this to be a dangerous situation, especially
if the visibility was poor or the field of view restricted.
The altitude selected for the hover maneuvers was acceptable, and the
effects of the ship air wake were tolerable. The latter result contrasts
, strongly with that reported in reference 3, where pilots considered the air-
wake turbulence effects severe. These severe wake turbulence effects were
due to the fact, noted earlier, that the final approach altitude used in the
tests reported in reference 3 were about g.75 m (32 it) lower than in these
tests. It must be concluded that (I) either the wake turbulence model or its
assumed mode of interacting with the aircraft is unrealistic at low altitudes
or (2) if there is a compelling reason for traversing the ship's wake at
length, the higher altitude is preferable.
The pilots considered the commanded reduction of deceleration at the end
- of transition to be too sudden, especially in the high deceleration tests; the
_ reason was the sudden increase in workload caused by the need to arrest both
the vertical avd horizontal speeds more or less simultaneously. It is pos-
_ sible that this situation could be improved by providing a short horizontal
segment Just prior to reaching the initial statlon-keeplng point. There would
then be a time separation between the arresting of the vertical and horizontal
velocities.
/
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Pilots' Evaluations
l
Transition (Type I system; AV-8A H_2_er)- The variation of pilot ratings
with isotropic turbulence level is shown in figure 21. These results show an
increase in pilot rating from about 3 in low turbulence to about 4 in high
turbulence. For 1.5 m/set (5 it/set) turbulence the average pilot rating is
about one-half unit higher than the 3 shows in reference 2. One reason for
this difference is that the Harrier uses the Type 2 system of lateral control
(no lateral side force generation), namely, bank-angle command with flight
director information, to acquire the initial station-keeping point. This
technique requires greater effort than the lateral velocity command system
used for the lift-fan transport; also, the process of controlling lateral
position with the stick and longitudinal position with the throttle-mouated
thumb button results in poor control harmony.
All the pilots noted the need to continually move the vertical velocity
command lever to maintain a straight approach path during deceleration and
regarded this as a primary workload item during this phase of transition.
Pilot PB (RAE pilot) was particularly concerned about this point and suggested
that there may be more appropriate control modes (see Evaluation of Pilot Con-
trol Modes). The other primary workload item, namely, the acquisition and
maintenance of the localizer, was regarded as satisfactory by all the pilots.
The effect on pilot ratings of increasing the reference deceleration is
shown in figure 22. The primary effect is to compress the time available to
make final control adjustments to remove the deceleration just prior to
acquiring the initial station-keeping point (see Operational Acceptability of
the Task). A secondary problem, which probably accentuated the pilots' feel-
ing of time compression and urgency, was caused by exceeding the performance !
limits of the visual attachment (see Simulation Equipment Limitations).
Because of this equipment limitation, the results shown in figure 22 may be
' pessimistic.
Transition (Type 2 system_ AV-gA Harrier)- Pilot latings for various
levels of turbulence are shown in figure 23. At low turbulence levels the
system worked reasonably well and was given pilot ratings about one-half unit
: higher (worse) than the Type 1 system (fig. 21). However, as the turbulence
was increased, the pilot ratings also increased rapidly and the system became
unacceptable for turbulence levels higher than about 2 m/set (6.6 it/set).
_ The problems with the Type 2 system, for transition, were largely due to
_ deficiencies in the flight director laws. From the pilot's viewpoint these
_ deficiencies appeared as excessive sensitivity of the vertical flight director
to altitude errors and turbulence, particularly at the higher speeds during
the approach, and dlfficulty in Judging when to switch to the hover flight
director. In the early phases of testing it was found that pressing the stick
switch when the initial station-keeping point was first observed on the HUD
_ made the task easier. The results of figure 23 were obtained using this tech-
nlque. However, toward the end of the _ests, the wind condition and, there-
fore, the inltial trim thrust vector angle were changed. As a result, the
" technique adopted earlier no longer worked. The aircraft repeatedly either
-_
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overshot or ended up short of the initial station-keeping point, which made it
very difficult for the pilot to get back into the neighborhood of that point.
The fact that the appropriate technique was dependent on the initial condi-
tions is not represented in figure 23, and these results are therefore opti-
mistic. A more detailed discussion of the flight director problems is given
in a following subsection (Evaluation of the Flight Directors).
J
Landing (Type I system; lift-fan transport)- Pilot ratings for landings
made in the various environmental conditions specified in table 6 are shown
in figure 24. These ratings increase progressi,,ely with increasing sea state,
going from about 2.5 to 3 in calm conditions, through 3.5 in sea state 4, to
about 6 to 6.5 in sea state 6. The ratings of all three pilots were consis-
tent. The tests reported in reference 2 gave a pilot rating of about 3 in
sea state 4; however, these tests did nor include a ship air-wake turbulence
model. The pilots gave as the principal reason for the increase of workload
with sea state the increasing difficulty of matching the aircraft and ship
motion at touchdown. The ship air-wake turbulence became more noticeable as
the WOD increased, but the additional workload to cope with it was always
relatively small. This result differs from that of reference 3, which indi-
cated that ship air-wake turbulence was the principal determinant of pilot
rating during landing. These differing results are most probably due to the
different altitude of approach to the final station-keeping point. However,
it could be that known deficiencies in the landing gear model used in tests
reported in reference 3 may have led to less emphasis on the actual touchdown
than in the tests reported here, and thus have been a factor in the results.
The technique adopted by the pilots to perform the descent is of interest.
After stabilizing the aircraft at the final statlon-keeping point, a rate of
descent of about 1 m/sec (220 ft/min) was commanded and maintained until the
top of the hangar came into view (figs. 19(d) and 20(d)). At this point the
rate of descent was arrested. Attention was then focused almost entirely on
the position of the deck indicator on the HUD, and a few cycles of the ship
motion were observed. When the time was Judged to be appropriate, the air-
craft was again commanded to descend at 0.5 to 1.0 m/sec (1.6 to 3.3 ft/sec)
to touchdown when the ship was at its maximum upward amplitude (zero vertical
velocity). No attempt was made to match the aircraft attitude to that of the
ship. The judgment of when to make the final rate-of-descent conunand was
clearly crucial. The touchdown rates of descent, using this technique, were
surprisingly consistent, as will be seen later.
It was clear, from tbese tests, that very little effort was required cf
the pilot to maintain the horizontal position of the aircraft, even in the
* highest turbulence levels. This was because of the good disturbance rejection
_ characteristics of the S_I_ and was a major contributor to keeping the
_ overall task workload within reasonable bounds.
_ _ Landing (Type 2 system; AV-SA Harrier)- Pilot ratings for the AV-8A
i Harrier landings are given in figure 25. These results are comparable to
: those of figure 24 for the llft-fan transport. The only difference between
) the Type I systems assumed for the two aircraft was that the AV-8A Harrier
used stlck-commanded angle of bank and a lateral flight director for lateral
_' 43
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positioning, rather than thumb-button commanded lateral velocity (through
" thrust deflection). The landing technique used with the Harrier differed
somewhat from thac used with the lift-fan transport. The Harrier pilots knew
from experience that the time during which the aircraft was close to the
ground must be minimized to avoid serious thrust loss as a result of hot-gas
ingestion. Therefore, rather than arresting the rate of descent close to the
deck, as with the lift-fan transport, they made a continuous final descent to
touchdown. This techniqua naturally required better judgment of when to start
; the descent. In addition, extra work was required to keep the lateral flight
director centered, a task rendered more difficult by the poor harmony between
the two horizontal positioning controls (left hand operating the thumb button
for longitudinal positioning and right hand operating the stick for lateral
positioning).
Considering the previously stated differences between the Type I system
as appl_ed to the llft-fan transport and the AV-SA, it is surprising that the
pilot ratings shown in figures 24 and 25 differ by only about I to 2 units
and then mostly at the lower _ea states. These results tend to mask the fact
that the pilots stated that it was markedly easier to control lateral position
using a lateral-veloclty command than with bank-angle command.
During these tests it was noted that, in high turbulence, there was a
tendency for the aircraft to lose altitude slowly. This effect was due to the
flight controller occasionally commanding a thrust greater than that avail-
able. The effect had not been noticed in the tests using the lift-fan trans-
port, even though the thrust/welght ratios of the two aircraft were the same
(i.e., I:I). The most probable reason for this is that the time required to
make landings with the Harrier averaged 20 sec longer than with the llft-fan
transport (see the following subsection, Task Performance Parameters), thus
affording more time for the phenomenon to be observed. The pilots had no dif-
ficulty correcting for the altitude loss but the necessity to do so added to
an already rather high workload.
f_nding (Type 2 system; AV-BA Harrier.)- At the start of these tests it
was quickly determined that the use of pitch attitude to control longitudinal
translation was undesirable (the pilots were unanimous on this point). The
problem was caused by the relatively high sensitivity of the pitch flight
director to velocity and acceleration errors. This sensitivity was due, in
large measure, to the design techniques used (see the previous discussion of
the hover flight director). To maintain the pitch flight director roughly
centered the pilots commanded quite large (±5°) pitch attitude changes. The
corresponding HUD pitch ladder activity distracted and occasionally dis-
-_ oriented the pilot, who was trying to concentrate on the part of the HUD
_ format representing the horizontal projection of the landing pad. To overcome
_. _ this problem, longitudinal translation control was obtained by small (within
: : ±I00) changes in che thrust vector angle ("nozzle nudging") keeping pitch
" attitude constant. The pilot's control for this function _as located on top
"'a o "aR "of the power lever (fig. 4). Both o n.-v g and proportional systems were
tried, with the proportional system bein:% finally adopted for the tests. This
proportional nozzle nudger was operated in conjunction with the existing hover
46
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flight director and resulted in a more satisfactory system, even though the
flight director had not been designed for this type of control.
The pilot rating results shown in figure 26 were obtained for landings
using the proportional nozzle-nudge_ system. These ratings should be com-
pared with those given in figures 24 and 25. It can be seen from figure 26
, that the workload using the Type 2 system was 2 to 4 rating units worse than
the best Type I system (fig. 24). In fact, for sea states higher than 4, the
Type 2 system was unacceptable (pilot ratings greater than 6.5) and even in
calm conditions the workload was quite high.
The main difficulty with the Type 2 system was that the flight directors
had to be followed closely at all times. Since there is virtually no trans-
lational damping in hover, preoccupaticr with one of the degrees of freedom
soon resulted in significant errors in the other two. Furthermore, once the
flight directors got too far from their null positions, a period of very high
pilot activity was required to recover to the desired status.
The pilots also found it difficult to select a good time to press the
button to start the scheduled descent command of the vertical flight Jirector.
The scheduled descent took about 15 sec, and the pilots were not able to pre.-
dict the ship motion that far in advance. The technique finally adopted was
to follow the vertical flight director down to a point about 2 to 3 m
(6.6 to g.8 it) above where the mean deck height was judged to be and then to
use the deck height indicator to make the final touchdown. Considering that
the vertkcal control was unaugmented, this task was quite demanding in hlgh
sea states.
Task Performance Parameters
TPane_tic)n- A comparison of tk.etransition times for the Av-gA with the
Type 1 system and the AV-gA with the Type 2 system is shown in figure 27. In
almost all cases the transition time exceeds that which would be obtained if
the reference velocity schedule were followed exactly. The additional time
was needed by the pilots to make fi_l corrections to acquire the initial
station-keeping point. With the Type I system this additional time was about
20 to 30 sec and was independent of turbulence level. With the Type 2 sys-
tem, the additional time was again about 20 to 30 sec up to a turbulence level
• of about 1.5 m/sec (5 ft/sec) after which it increased quite rapldly (fig. 27).
This rapid increase of time was a result of the progressively greater effort
required to follow the flight directors (vertical longitudinal and lateral),
_.- and this is reflected in the pilot rating results shown in figure 23.
_: The maximum and rms longitudinal velocity errors are shown in figure 28.
=_ These errors are only zildly influenced by turbulence level. The errors with
_ the Type 2 system were several times larger than those with the Type I syst_,
princlpally because the parmters of the Type 2 system longltudlnal fllght
_: director were set so that the pilot workload would be low; however, this could/
be done only at the expense of speed control accuracy. It should be noted
_ that the aaxlaum velocity errors shorn in figure 2g all occurred in the first
47
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two-thlrds of the transition. With either type of system the velo_ ty errors
when the aircraft was ,-1oqe to the initial station-keeplng point were small
• (less than 2 m/set (6.6 fr/sec)) and caused the pilot no problems in acquiring
the Initial station-keeplng point. However, as noted earlier in this report,
It was found late in the tests that under some conditions, with the Type 2
system, velocity errors close to the initial statlon-keeplng point can be as
large as 5 m/set (16 ft/sec) (see the following subsection, Evaluation of the
Flight Directors).
On the question of speed control duri.:g transition, it is Important to
recognize that the magnitude of s_eed error_ is largely of academlz interest.
Pilots expressed no concern about large speed errorq, because they recognized
that the reference speed schedule adopted was arbitrary. In4eed, a good case
can be made for adopting a speed schedule tailored to the drag characteristics
of the particular aircraft, since such a sI'eed schedule would minimize the
number of thrust-vector-angle changes needed during transition. All that
matters to the pilots is that the workload be low, that adequate safety margins
be maintained, and that the speed error at the end of transition be suffi-
ciently low to permit capture of the Inltia] st_tion-keeplng point without
making large thrust-vector-angle or pltch-angle changes.
The maximum and rms altitude errors are shown in figure 29. Again, these
errors are only weakly dependent on turbulence level, and again the errors are
several times greater with the Type 2 system than wlth the Type I system.
Altitude errors when using the Type I system are introduced when the pilot
does not exactly match the desired rate of descent Indicated by the flight
director. In these tests the mismatches were usually less than ] m/sec
(197 ft/mln) and were corrected by the pilot within 5 sec. It follows that
the altitude errors were never greater than about 5 m (!6 ft), as shown in
figure 29. On the other hand, with the Type 2 system, the pilots were
generally slow to follow the vertical flight director during the deceler_tlon.
At the start of the deceleratlov the pilot increases the thrust vector angle,
using the TVRS, and the vertical flight director responds by indicating a need
to reduce power to prevent "ballooning" above the flightpath (fig. 12). Slow
pilot reaction to this flight director signal was responsible for the large
positive altitude errors shown in figure 29. When the deceleration is fully
established, the dynamic pressure falls rapidly and the vertical flight dlrec-
tot indicates a need to increase power to compensate for the loss of wlns llft
(fig. |2). Slow pilot reaction to this f11ght director signal was responmlble
for the large negative altltude errors. These latter errors are, of course,
the most dangerous, particularly since they occur at relatlvel: low altitudes.
_z_ing- A comparison of the times taken fr_ the initial statlon-kee_Ing
point to touchdown for the three major configurations tested is shown in fis-
ure 30. A_ might be anticipated, the tLme required to make the landing
increases as the complexlcy of the control/dlsplay system d_creases. The pro-
8reasLon of average times is b9 sec for the llfc-fan transport wlth _he Type I
system, 89 sec for the AV-SAwlth the Type i sy3cem, and 113 sec for the AV-8A
wi_h the Type 2 system. Note, however, that the tJase required lu independent
of sea state for the Type l system, but increases wlth Increasl_ lea state
for the Type 2 system (reacl_tn$ 170 sec for sea state 6). These results shov
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that although the provision of lateral-velocity com_.and through lateral-tbrust
deflection does not seem to yield great benefits in pilot rating (compare
figs. 24 and 25), it can save a significant amount of time (20 sec) and fuel
during the high-power phase of the landing. This result shows that consider-
able performance benefits can accrue from the use of sophisticated control
systems, even though these benefits may not be reflected in the pilot ratings.
The effect of the type of control/display system on horizontal po3ition
error and maximum wheel vertical velocities at touchdown is shown in fig-
! ures 31 and 32, respectively. (The "wheel vertical velocity" is the velocity
I of the wheel relative to the ship's deck measured along the oleo axis.) With
the Type i system, position error and wheel vertical velocity follow landing
time in being independent of sea state. With the Type 2 system, both param-
1 eters again follow landing time by trending upwards with increasing sea state.
It can be seen from figure 31 that the average position error for thm AV-SA
using the Type I system is higher than for the lift-fan transport. This dif-
ference is due to the greater lateral errors for the AV-8A, and reflects the
difficulty of precise control using bank-angle command rather than lateral-
velocity command. With the Type 1 system, touchdowns were always within a 2-m
(6.5-ft) radius of the desired point. Touchdown position errors increased
dramatically using the Type 2 system and were as high as 5.5 m (18 ft), with
the distribution of longitudinal and lateral errors being roughly equal. Con-
sidering that the landing pad of the DD964 is only about 12 m (40 ft) square,
errors of this magnitude would preclude operation in high sea state with a
• Type 2 s_,stem. This conclusion merely reinforces that which is already evi-
dent from figure 26.
With only two exceptions, the highest wheel vertical velocities were
within the landing gear limits. Landing gear limits were exceeded once
(5.2 m/sec (17 ft/sec)) with the lift-fan transport and the Type I system.
That particular flight was made early in the tests, when pilot experience in
the tests was low, and is not supported by the general trend shown in fig-
' ure 32. The gear limit was exceeded a second time in tests with the AV-8A and
the Type 2 system; that flight was made later in the tests and is supported by
the general trend.
It should be noted thmt the highest wheel vertical velocity is a much
more reliable measure of a landing than the vertical velocity of the aircraft's
center of gravity. As an illustration, for the unsatisfactory landing that
resulted in a maxlmum vertical wheel speed of 5.2 m/sec (17 ft/sec), the ver-
tical speed of the center of gravity was only 1.68 m/see (5.5 ft/sec); there-
fore, based on vertical velocity of the center of gravity, the landing would
have been Judged satisfactory.
1
.| Evaluation of the HUD Format
• All HUD formats are compromises resulting from the attempt to pack as
much useful information as possible into the simplest display. Pilot reaction
to a HUD is necessarily highly subjective. The value of the pilot's criticism
depends strongly on his experience in performing the kind of task for which
54
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the HUD is designed. The HUD formats for both the Type I and Type 2 systems
proved to be adequate in the sense that the tasks could be performed using
them; however, many deficiencies were noted by the pilots. Pilot PB, who had
the greatest experience with the VTOL shipboard landing task, was the principal
"_ identifier of HUD format deficiencies.
b
A_t:_dc_- The pitch ladder used in both the Type I and Type 2 displays
was unsatisfactory because there was no distinction between positive and nega-
tive attitudes. The 3° interwll was satisfactory and provided a useful visual
approach slope indicator for -3 ° straight approaches. Tlle pitch trim indicator
was well received.
The aircraft symbol was unsatisfactory for judging bank angle. Tlle sym-
bol wings were too short for judging small bank-angle discrepancies, and even
larger bank angles were difficult to judge accurately. The digital bank-angle
display used for the Type I system (fix. 3) partially compensated for this _[
deficiency but was difficult to assimilate because of the clutter in the
center of the display. !
I
Angle of attack was not displayed on the Type 111UD. This was unsatis-
factory, since the control system did not include any form of angle-of-attack
limiting. An audible warning of excessive angle of attack may be an accept-
able alternative to displaying angle of attack on tile HUD.
]o._f_cr- The lateral flight director symbol was satisfactory, but the
pilot occasionally misread it and started to roll the wrong way. This error
was immediately apparent and easily corrected. The reason for the problem was
not clear. [nitially, the fin on the aircraft symbol was taller than the
lateral flight director bar. Later, the fin was reduced £n size and this
change seemed to help.
i
Lateral, vertical, and longitudinal position information was available,
in digital form only, at the bottom of the display. In this form this infor-
mation was difficult to include in the scan pattern and to assimilate. Since
lateral and longitudinal position information are not critical to flight
_afety, the method used to display these quantities was acceptable. However, I|'
altitude information is vital to flight safety and should be given a much more
prominent position on the display. On several approaches, using the Type 2
: system, the pilot became mesmerized by the three flight directors clustered in
• the center of the HUD and failed to notice that the altitude had fallen below
i the desired 25 m (82 it) of the initial station-keeping point.
• The display of horizontal situation information superimposed on the ver-
tical attitude display was only acceptab]e if the pitch attitude was held more
or less coustant. Lateral positioning causes no problem, for left bank caused
movement to the left an_ vice versa. With the originally conceived Type 2 sys-
tem, however, longitudinal positioning caused confusion: a pitch-down maneuver
caused forward motion of the aircraft but caused the pitch ladder to translate
upward on the display. In other words, it is unsatisfactory to superimpose
horizontal and vertical information, if the method of control causes these two
parts of the display to give confusing signals to the pilot.
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The pitch flight director bar used in the Type 2 system added to the men-
tal confusion. In a conventional aircraft, an upward movement of the pitch
director bar is a command to the pilot to pitch up to climb. In the VTOL
case, an upward movement of the pitch director is a command to pitch down to
move forward. The conflict arises, of course, because in conventional flight,
. pitch angle controls vertical motion whereas in hover it controls horizontal
motion. It is clearly not good practice to devise a control/display system
that conflicts w_th the pilot's previous experience. As mentioned earlier,
the problem was resolved by using the thrust vector angle to control longitu-
dinai position, while maintaining pitch attitude constant.
On two occasions during tests with the Type 2 system, the pilot allowed
the aircraft to drift into a position where it would have contacted the ship's
superstructure. In reality this would be an unlikely occurrence because the
field of view would be less restricted, l[owever, some indication of the
proximity of the superstructure should be added to the HUD.
The pilots also would like the HUD to indicate the proximity of the
wheels to the edge of the deck. Their judgment of that distance was difficult
because the size of the ship symbol increased with decreasiug altitude,
whereas the aircraft symbol remained fixed in size. Since the variation of
ship symbo] size did not add much to the pilot's impression of altitude, it
was suggested that a ship symbol of constant size would be better.
Velocity and acceleration- The velocity indication in the Type I system
HUD, and acceleration indication in the Type 2 system HUD, were too far out of
the normal scan pattern and could easily be missed. Scanning problems were
also evident because of the wide separation of the fllghr director symbols of
the Type I system. On several occasions, the initial movement of the longi-
tudinal flight director symbol, indicating the required deceleration, was
missed by the pilot, as was its final return to zero when the aircraft was
close to the initial station-keeping point. When these important events were
missed, the pilot had to work hard to regain the scheduled longitudinal speed.
On other occasions, the pilot, while concentrating on the longitudinal flight
director toward the end of transition, would fail to realize that the vertical
flight director was calling for a reduced rate of sink, and would end up at
the initial station-keeping point somewhat below the required 25-m (82-ft"
altitude. Clearly, the solution to these problems is to avoid large scann ,g
angles in the pilot's primary scan pattern, and to provide counandlng elements
of HUD symbology that both alert the pilot of dangerously large errors and of
the impending need for large control inputs.
t
\
2- Evaluation of Pilot Control Modes
All the attitude modes shown in table I were satisfactory and the 51end-
_ ing from one mode to the next as speed changed passed without comment. The
/ Type I system translational control modes, shown in table 2, were satisfactory
for general flying in the powered-llft flight envelope, but two problems were
noted during the approach and landing tests. When flying a straight approach
! transition, the pilot must gradually reduce the comnanded rate of descent int
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order to maintain the glide slope during the deceleration. Although the work-
load for the task was not excessive, it could clearly heve been reduced if the
vertical flight controller mode were f!ightpath-angle command rather than
velocity command. Then the pilot would need to move the lever once to estab-
lish the desired approach path angle. However, such a mode would clearly be
less satisfactory in hover. Therefore, a mode switch would be required to
maintain the current vertical control mode in hover. The problem here is that
when the mode switch is made, the height control lever would not be in the
detent and in fact would be in a position corresponding to a large commanded
downward velocity. This problem would be avoided if the pilot remembezed to
set the lever in the detent just prior to pressing the mode-change switch, but
that solution would place a dangerous reliance on the pilot's memory. A pos-
sible solution to this problem is to servo the lever so that when the pilot
presses the mode change switch the lever is automatically returned to the
detent (zero vertical velocity) position. _l alternative solution is to use
separate pilot controls for the two modes.
The other problem with the Type 1 system translational control modes was
that during the hover maneuvers, in turbulence, the aircraft tended to lose
altitude. This problem, which was mentioned previously (Pilots' Evaluations),
was due to limitations in the thrust available. The pilots were of the opinion
that in hover conditions an altitude-hold feature is desirable.
Although the pitch and roll attitude command modes in hover had satisfac-
tory dynamic characteristics, it was clear that even with a flight director
preclsion IMC hover maneuvers, using the Type 2 system, were difficult, espe-
cially in high turbulence. The problem is due to low translational damping.
Translational rate command modes, through attitude, for both longitudinal and
lateral positioning would clearly be far superior. Furthermore, the addi-
tional control system complexity would be small, and there is the strong
possibillty that a hover flight director would be unnecessary.
Evaluation of the Flight Directors
HUD format aspects of the flight directors have already been mentioned
(see Evaluation of the HUD Format). A general ctlticlsm of the directors was
that they took no account of the aircraft performance or flight envelope
limitations, and if followed blindly could lead the aircraft into the ship
superstructure.
I The dynamic characteristics of the Type I system flight directors were
satisfactory, but those of the Type 2 system were decidedly unsatisfactory for
several reasons.
T pe 2 system v tical flight director was too sensitive t turbu- i
lence at the higher speeds (60 to 120 knots) and too insensitive to altitude
errors in hover. The sensitivity to turbulence at the higher speeds was due
to the higher-than-normal bandwidth designed into the director. The high
bandwidth was provided to overcome the effects of the rapidly varying aero-
dynamic iift during the deceleration. A better approach to the vertical
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flight director design may be to omit the vertical acceleration feedback
(fig. II), reduce the bandwidth, and apply open-loop signals to allow for the
varying aerodynamic lift. The problem of insensitivity to altitude in hover
can be alleviated by increasing the altitude error gain, while adjusting the
velocity gain to obtain suitable damping characteristics.
The Type 2 hover flight directors were too sensitive to turbulence and
too insensitive to longitudinal or lateral position errors. Both of these
problems can be alleviated by omitting the acceleration feedbacks and by
adjusting the flight director gains and the sensitivity of the flight director
bars on the HUD (fig. 5(c)).
The major problem with the longitudinal (thrust-vector-angle) flight
director was that under some conditions substantial residual velocities and
accelerations existed at the end of transition, making it difficult for the
pilot to acquire the initial station-keeping point. The reason for this prob-
lem is clear from figure 7, which shows that the end of the phase-plane locus
(point H) can be anywhere between the two switching lines and can be some dis-
tance from the origin• For most of the tests, the initial conditions for the
approach were set so that the final point H of figure 7 was close to the ori-
gin, and no problems were encountered. Later, the initial conditions were
changed and the point H had phase-plane coordinates of up to 3 m/sec and
I m/sec 2 (9•8 it/set and 3.3 ft/sec2). With errors of this magnitude, it was
difficult for the pilot to acquire the initial station-keeping point. It
should be noted, however, that part of the difficulty may have been due to the
scaling adopted for the horizontal situation display part of the HUD.
There are at least two ways to improve the longitudinal flight director.
One is to reshape the switching lines to reduce the effective dead band. This
technique has the disadvantage of increasing the number of times the pilot
must press the TVRS. The other is to automatically switch to another set of
switching lines defined on the phase plane of velocity and acceleration errors
relatlve to the initial statlon-keeping point. The switch to the new phase
plane could be operated when the longitudinal distance to the initial station-
keeping point is less than some preset value (say 15 m). The switching lines
on the new phase plane could be arranged so that the flnal dead-band errors in
velocity and acceleration relative to the initial 8tation-keeplng point are
small (say 0.3 m/sec and 0.1 m/sec 2 (1 ft/sec and 0.3 ft/sec2), respectively).
Evaluation of the Pilot's CoI_trols
The pilots noted that when using the Type I system the control actions
required were not well-balanced between the two hands. The left hand must
operate the thumb wheel, thumb button, and vertlcal velocity lever; the right
hand operates the stick only. Furthermore, since pitch attitude remains con-
stant, no longitudinal stick inputs are required, and lateral stick inputs are
only required to acquire and hold the locallzer during transition. It was
suggested that a better balance could be achieved if the thumb wheel (lon_t-
tudlnal acceleration control) was transferred from the vertlcal velocity lever
to the stick.
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When operating either of the two control/display systems, pilot PB did
not like the required changeover from thumb wheel (Type i) or thumb switch
(Type 2) to thumb button (figs. 2 and 4) at the end of transition. Provided
lateral thrust deflection is not a control feature of the aircraft, the two
controls for either system could be integrated into a single control, with the
control mode change made when the pilot presses the hover switch on the stick
, (switch No. I, fig. 15).
\.
" The force-proportlonal thumb buttons were not entirely satisfactory. All
the pilots would have preferred a button with more compliance and less force
required for full control. Also, the convex shape of the button was uncom-
fortable, especially when applying rearward thumb pressure. The pilots were
of the opinion that a concave button fitting the shape of the thumb would have
been better.
The detents in the vertical v_locity lever and thumb wheel were regarded
by the pilots as being not positive enough. Occasionally, the pilots had to
"Jiggle" these controls to assure themselves that the controls were in their
detents. In addition, the thumb wheel had a slight springiness in its motion,
which influenced the job of precisely commanding the desired acceleration.
Also, the thumb-wheel scaling, although satisfactory for low-deceleratlon
transitions (I m/set 2 (3.3 ft/sec2)), was not suitable for hlgh-deceleratlon
transitions, beca,.se two thumb movements were required to rotate the thumb
wheel to the correct position. This latter problem indicates a possible need
for a nonlinear scaling of the thumb wheel.
Simulation Equipment Limitaticns
The equipment limitation Judged to be the most serious for landing on a
ship was the small field of view of the visual attachment. A comparison of
the fields of view from the pilot stations in the FSAA and the AV-8A is shown
in figure 33. The problem caused by the restricted field of view is evident
from figures 19 and 20, which clearly show the lack of peripheral visual
information. An extreme situation is shown in figure 19(c), where the aircraft
is directly above the touchdown point and no part of the ship is visible to
the pilot. In fact, with the aircraft heading shown in figure 19, the ship
could not be seen for a substantial part of the hover maneuvers and during
final descent. If, in addition, the horizon had been obscured, the view would
have been of no value to the pilot. The situation would have been vastly dif-
ferent had the field of view been comparable to that from the cockpit of the
AV-gA, as is evident from figures 34 and 35.
_ With the restricted field of view and without the information displayed
! on the HUD, landing would have been possible only for a restricted range of
• aircraft headings, similar to that of figure 20, and only using the Type 1
system, including lateral velocity command (llft-fan transport alrcraft).
: However, even with the restricted field of view some useful information was
: _ provided. The pilots stated that they used the view of the ship's superstruc-
, _ ture as confirmation c f the information given on the HUD and, in seme cases,
t
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Figure 33.- Comparison of AV-8A (Harrier) and FSAA fields of view.
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AIRCRAFT 46° TO SHIP AXIS
FiSure 34.- View of ship (DD963) from AV-SA Harrler.
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NOTE: LANDING ATTITUDE (6.5° )
PILOT'S EYE 7.62 m (25 ft) ABOVE DECK
3.66 m (12 ft) FORWARD OF TOUCHDOWN POINT
(9.1 m (30 ft) FROM HANGAR)
Figure 35.- View of ship (DD963) from AV-8A Harrier.
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even adopted a descent technique that used some elements of the visual scene
(see Pilots' Evaluations, Landing).
It is clear from figures 34 and 35 that a wider field of view would make
the landing task easier, although the greatest effect would be on an aircraft
equlppea with a Type 2 system. The principal problem in using the Type 2 sys-
tem, with its attitude command, is that the pilot must provide the required
translational damping and, as has been noted, precision hovering implies high
workload, using HI_ information and tilesmall amount of visual scene informa-
tion available with the FSAA. This situation could change dramatically with
the provision of a wide field of view, because the pilot would be able to
distinguish between the various types of motion quicker; thus, it would be
easier for him to provide translational damping. It is even possible that the
hover flight directors may be made unnecossary. Confirmation of these specula-
tions must await the completion of a wlde-angle visual attachment. This piece
of equipment should permit a reasonable approximation to the field of view
shown in figures 34 and 35.
Another equipment limitation was that the shlp-motion device did not pro-
vide surge and sway, relative to the ship's center of gravity, or yaw. Some
idea of the relatlve importance of the omitted degrees of freedom can be
obtained from figures 36-38. These three figures show the pitch, roll, and
yaw of the shlp and the translational motion of the nominal touchdow,1 point,
in sea state 6; these motions are shown first with all degrees of freedom
active, then with surge and sway suppressed, and finally with surge, sway, and
yaw suppressed. It is clear that surge (of the ship's center of gravity) has
an insignificant effect on the overall motion of the touchdown point. On the
other hand, both yaw and sway have a significant effect on the lateral motion
of the touchdown point. Wlth all degrees of freedom active (fig. 36), the
maximum lateral movement is about 2.5 m (8.2 ft). Wlth sway suppressed
(fig. 37) lateral moveme._ is zeduced to about 2 m (6.6 ft), and wlth both
sw.y and yaw suppressed (fig. 38) to about 1.3 m (5 ft). Since the landing
, pad is only 12 m (40 ft) wide, it is feasible that the inclusion of sway and
yaw could influence the landing task significantly. An evaluation of the
effects of the missing degrees of freedom must await the completion of a full
six-degree-of-freedom shlp-motion device.
Finally, In all the transition tests, the speed of the aircraft exceeded
the capability of the visual attachment. At the selected scale of 250:1 the
maxlmum full-scale speed that could be represented was 100 knots, whereas all
the transitions started at 120 knots. For most of the tests the speed 1/3Lit
presented no problem slate, vlth the fog celllng and RVR set at 30 m and 213 m
(I00 ft and 700 ft), respectlvely, the visual attachment had tlne to catch up
with the true aircraft posltlon before the pllot could see the ship. However,
at the highest scheduled deceleration of 2.74 n/set= (9 ft/sec2), the vlsual
attachment did not have tlme to catch up, and the pilot received the vlsual
-[ impression of excessive closure speeds and decelerations. Had tlme been
available during the tests the problem could have been overcome by startingL
,I_ the longltudln81 drive of the visual attachment at any point along the traJec-
i tory where the alrcraft speed was less than I00 knots.
;
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Modeling Fidelity
p
'_ A major deficiency in the models of the lift-fan transport and tht_AV-gA
: was the lack of ground effects on both the airframe and propulsion system.
However, it should be recalled that the hover maneuvers took place 15 m
._ (50 ft) above the deck and the WOD was never less than 15 knots. Under these
conditions, ground effects would be expected to be significant only during the
last stages of the final descent to touchdown. The results of reference 3
seem to support the conjecture that ground effects are mi._imal. However,
ground effects are very configuration- and environment-dependent, and much
: more work is required before any general conclusion can be stated.
It was not possible to evaluate the fidelity of the lift-fan transport
model, since the actual aircraft does not exist. But such a comparison could
be made with the AV-gA. Several deficiencies of the basic AV-gA aircraft
model were noted by the pilots. These included errors in stabilizer and
thrust vector angle to trim, especially at speedu abuvc I00 knots, and direc-
tional stability was excessive. But these kinds of errors are not too impor-
tant in the type of tests reported here, since the basic airframe and propul-
sion characteristics are overwhelmed by the action of the flight controller.
A more important prob[em, which was stressed by the pilots, was the lack of a
jet pipe temperature (JPT) llmlter in the propul._ion system model. This
device autematically reduces engine power to prevent excessive engine tempera-
ture and could have important implications during the final stages of descent,
especlally at high aircraft weights.
CONCLUSIONS
Two controlldisplay systems, differing in overall complexity but both
, designed expressly for VTOL approaches to and landings on ships in IMC were
evaluated using Ames Research Center's FSAA. The Type I system had both an
attitude-command and a translational-velocity-command control system; the
Type 2 system had the Type ] attitude-command system, but relied on direct
pilot control of thrust and thrust ,_ector angle for translation. The control
systems were applied to existing models of a VTOL llft-fan transport and an
AV-BA Harrier. The landings were made on a moving model of the DD963
destroyer. The principal conclusions from the simulation are as follows:
I. Acceptable transitions can be performed with an AV-BA with a Type 1
, , system in free-alr turbulence up to at least 2.25 m/see (7.4 ft/sec) rms.
_ ,; 2. Acceptable transitions can be performed with an AV-gA with a Type 2 ¢
_ t system in free-air turbulence up to 1.5 m/sec (5 ft/sec) rms. i!
_ | 3. Acceptable landings can be performed with both the lift-fan transport
and AV-8A, each with a Type 1 system, up to sea state 6. However, pilots pre-
ferred the lateral-veloctty co,and feature of the lift-fan transport to the
bank-angle command of the AV-8A for lateral positioning. The lateral-velocity
command also reduced the time required to lav_ by 20 sec.
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4. The dynmnlc characteristics of the Type I system flight directors
were acceptable.
5. The Type 2 system vertical, longitudinal, and hover flight directors
exhibited dynamic deficiencies. The vertical flight director was too sensitive
to turbulence and too insensitive to altitude errors. The longitudinal flight
director could produce excessive velocity errors at the end of transition.
The hover flight directors were overly sensitive to turbulence (ship air wake)
and too insensitive to horizontal position errors.
6. Several deficiencies were noted in both the pilot controls and the
HUD formats for both systems.
7. It was clear that the Type I system was at a higher state of develop-
ment than the Type 2 system, and that further work on the control modes and
flight director_ of the Type 2 system could make its performance closer to
that of the Type i system.
8. A visual scene with a more representative field of view could signif-
icantly ease the landing task, especially when using the Type 2 system in high
sea states.
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APPENDIX A
REFERENCE HOVER POINT EQUATIONS
After the pilot has completed the transition phase of the approach and is
ready to start the hover-maneuvers phase, he presses a button on the stick;
:_ this is to alert the flight control/dlsplay computer that he is ready to begin
the maneuvers phase. If the Type 2 system is being used, a translating refer-
ence hover point is activated and is used in the hover flight director. The
equations defining the motion of the reference hover point are given below, in
nondimenslonal form.
sin(2_ h)
Xh or Yh = 2_ th + I (AI)
xh or Yh = c°s(2_th) - I (A2)
n
xh or Yh = -sin(2_th) (A3)
where
t h time from start of the hover maneuvers, th/thf
[h dimensionless time
thf time to complete the reference hover point translation
Xh' Yh distances of the reference hover point from the final station-keeping
point
._ Xh' Yh dimensionless distances of the reference hover i _t relative to
the final statlon-keeplng point, Xh/Xhl , yhj51
Xh' Yh velocities of the reference hover point relative to the final
statlon-keeplng point
Xh' Yh dimensionless velocities of the reference hover _oint relative to
the final station-keeping point, Xhthf/2Xhl , Yhthf/2Yhl
_h' Yh accelerations of the reference hover point relative to the final
statlon-keeplng point T
Xh' Yh dt_ensionless accelerations of the reference hover point relative
to the final statlon-keeplng point, _ht_f/2_Xhi, _ht_f/2_Yhl
distances of the initial station-keeping point from the final
Xhi' Yhi statlon-keeplng point
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Graphs of equations (AI), (A2), and (A3) are shown in figure 39. It
follows from equations (A2) and (A3) that the maximum total velocities and
accelerations of the reference hover point are given by the following
equations,
o max velocity =_ i + Yhi (A4)
o4, thf
(x 211/22______2 + Yhi (AS)
_± max acceleration = tz hi
f hf
When the pilot has completed the hover-maneuvers phase and is ready to start
the final descent phase, he presses the button on the stick once more to alert
the flight control/display computer. If the Type 2 system is being used, a
descending reference hover point is activated in the vertical flight director.
The equations defining the motion of the hover point are given below in non-
dimensional form.
when td E I:
sin(_ d) Ed
hr ffi 21r +_-+ hh (A6)
_ 1 - cos(_d)
hr = 2 (A7)
hr = sin(_Cd) (A8)
and when Cd > I:
I
' hr = Cd - _ (A9)
_" hr = I (AI0)
: hr = 0 (All)
;-. _ where
i_. t d time from the start of the final descent
_d dimensionless time
o_" time to reach the steady rate of descent
"ii tdf
_i_, hh initial reference altitude
_ bh dimensionless initial reference altitude, hh/_ftdf
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Figure 39.- Reference hover point kinematics in translatlon.
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h reference altitude
r
hr dimensionless reference altitude, hr/hrftdf
h_ reference climb rate
hr dimensionless reference climb rate, hr/hrf
hr reference vertical acceleration
h r dimensionless reference vertical acceleration, 2hrtdf/_hrf
hrf final steady-state climb rate
Graphs of equations (A6) to (All) are shown in figure 40.
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Figure 40.- Reference hover point kinematics in final descent.
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APPENDIX B i|
AV-8A HARRIER CONTROL SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS
i.
i
The advanced flight controller (Type i), added to the AV-8A mathematical i
,_ model of reference 6, is described in reference I. It is assumed that with |•
the advanced controller in operation, the pilot's stick and rudder pedals are
" detached from the existing AV-8A mechanical control system and are fitted with J
electrical transducers to provide the input signals to the advanced flight i_
controller computer. The output from the advanced flight controller is used !
to drive the existing mechanical control system by means of suitable servo !
actuators. A schematic diagram of this arrangement is shown in figure 41 for 1
pitch attitude control, and in figure 42 for vertical translation control. !When the IQADVC switch in figure 41 is unity, the pitch-control system repre-
sents the basic AV-8A mechanical system. The IQDAMP switch activates the
existing low-authorlty stability augmentation system. When the IQADVC switch
is zero, pitch control (including trim) is through the advanced controller and
Js full authority. It should be noted from figure 41 that with the advanced !
controller in operation, both the front and rear reaction control Jets are
powered, the front Jet being activated directly by the advanced controller
servo through the existing mechanical linkage. Because of the high effective-
ness of the advanced controller, the aircraft's overall dynamic characteris-
tics (with IQADVC = 0) are independent of the ON/OFF status of the basic SAS.
Roll and yaw co-trol mechanizations are similar to those shown in figure 41; ]j
horizontal axis _ontrol (through thrust vector angle) is slmi]ar to that !
shown in figure 42. The flight controller logic for the attitude degrees of _
freedom is shown in figure 14 of reference I; for the translational degrees
of freedom it is shown in figure 15 of reference I. I!
The numerical values of the flight controller parameters for the AV-8A
are given in tables 8-12. These parameter values make the dynamic character-
istics of the AV-8A similar to those of the lift-fan transport described in
reference I. The nomenclature used tn tables 8-12 of this report corresponds
to that of reference I. Also, tables 8-10 (this report) correspond to
tables 14-16 of appendix A in reference I, and tables 11 and 12 (this report)
correspond to tables 19 and 20 of appendix A in reference I. Any parameters
undefined in tables 8-12 (this report) have the values given in reference 1.
To create a more nearly linear relationship between the vertlcal con-
troller output i v and the engine thrust £G, a nonlinear gearing was
added (fig. 43). It is envisioned that the flight controller is coupled to
the existing AV-8A .ontrol systmn? y means of electric servo-actuators. Fre-
quency response calculations show that the break frequency of the coubined
servo and mechanical control system elements exceeds 8 Hz. Such hlgh-frequency
dynamics cannot be represented with the 5S-meet cycle t_e used for the slmu-
lation. The servo and mechanical control elements vere, therefore, not
represented.
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TABLE 8.- PITCH-ATTITUDE CONTROLLER PARAMETERS
Parameter Symbol I Value
Basic feedforward gain K I 21.07 rad/sec2-m (0.5352 rad/sec2-1n.)
IO0 J
Controller feedforward gain K200 [ -6.41 rad/sec2-m (-0.1629 rad/sec_-in.)
Controller coupling gain K300 I 0.0475 secZ-m/rad (1.8685 sec2-in./rad)
Controller time constant T9 0.833 sec
Longitudinal stick dead band D86I 0.0013 m (0.05 in.)
0
Longitudinal stick upper limit LMU6 0.1905 m (7.5 in.)
I 0
Longitudinal stick lower limit LMLol -0.0953 m (-3.75 in.)
0
Controller upper coupling limit 124U0c 2.0872 rad/sec 2 j
JController lower coupling limit LHL_c -1.7661 rad/sec:
TABL£ 9.- ROLL-ATTITUDE CONTROLLER PARAH_I_
Parameter Symbol Value
hslc feedforvard gain gx 40.984 radlsecZ-m (1.0411 rsd/aeci-in.) '
Controller attitude feedforvard _ -11.890 rad/seci-m (-0.302 rad/aeci-ln.)
gain
Controller rate feedforvard gain g_ -14.548 rad/seci-u (-0.3595 radlaeci-in.)
Controller coupling lain g] 0.0244 seci-u/rad (0.9605 uci-in./rad)
Roll attitude hold stick late* g_H 19.402 rad/secS-u (0.4928 rad/aecl-ln.)
grator $aln
Controller tLw con,:tnnt _o 0.04 sac
Controller coupling lILtt L_c 4.425 red/sac 2
L4teral stickdead band D|6I $ 0.0013 m (0.05 in.)
lateral stick l/_tt L!16I $ 0.1156 m (4.SS in.)
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TABLE 10.- YAW-ATTITUDE CONTROLLER PARA_ERS
Para_ter Symbol Value
Basic feedfo_ard gain Kz0 15.542 rad/sec_-m (0.3948 rad/sec2-1n.)
Controller rate feedfo_ard gain K20 -47.37 rad/sec2-m (-1.203 rad/sec2-in.)
t
t Controller coupling gain K30 0.0643 secZ-m/rad (2.533 sec2-1n./rad)
Yaw rate feedback gain _ 4.0 i/sac
Heading hold stick integrator gain _H 13.087 rad/sec-m (0.3324 rad/sec-ln.)
Controller tl_ constant _7 0.05 sac
Rudder pedal integrator dead band DB_H 0
Rudder pedal dead band D86I O.OO13 m (0.05 in.)
Rudder pedal limits 0.0838 m (3.3 In.)
Controller coupling llmlter L_c O.8291 rad/sec i
TABLE II .- VERTICAL-AXlS CONTROLLER PARAMETERS
Parameter Syr ."I Value
w
Controller tim constant Tv 0.25 mac
Controller couplln_ gain Key -32.81 mec2-Z/m (-I0.0 HC2-Z/ft)
_,: Controller coupl'.ng upper limit LNVCl i -0.116 m/oec 2 (-0.38 ft/mec 2)
Controller coupling lower limit LNVC_ 1 -3. 194 m/sac 2 (-I0.48 ft/sec I)
TABI_ 12.- itDRIZOi_III. (II)I_ITI_Ili_) AXIS IN)_I'_LLIlR PJI_g_IlR
-_-_ Psr_ter Syubol Vsluo
f
'_" _ C_ntroller tim co_tamt _u O.0S see
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iAPPENDIX C
FSAA MOTION DRIVE LOGIC
The motion drive logic system given in figure 5.2.2-I of reference I0 has
been superseded. A block diagram of the logic used for the simulc.;ion
described in this report is shown in figure 44. Values of the parameters
shown i..figure 44 are given in table 13.
Several of the washout gains and filter frequencies are functions of the
: aircraft's ground speed VG (m/sec) and are governed by th_ equation
(0.18 VG - 15.24)
Gi = (GMXi - GMNi) 45.72 - GHNi
where i = I, . .., 2i, and the correspondence between the Gi and the wash-
out parameters shown in figur _.44 is given in table 13. The parameters _,
Bp, Cp, and Dp of figure 44 are related to the parameters _Ip, C°2p' °J3p'
and _3p of table 13 by the following equations:
A = _Ip_2p_ap 2P
B ,*_ + +
p Sp[_2p(2_Sp_Xp 6_3p) 6°1p_°3p ]
p 2_ap_sp + _lp + _ap
Dp = _Osp[2_sp(_Olp + _2p) + _ap] + _Olp_Oap
with similar expressions in the q and r subscripts.
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TABLE 13.- VALUES OF MOTION DRI'E PARAMETERS [see fig. 44] _
Parameter I Value Unit
s
Gains
t
"1 Kp GI
Kq G2 --
; Kr G 3 --
KX G_ --
Ky G s --
KZ G_ --
KNX 0 --
KNy 1.0 --
KNZ 1.0 --
KHX 1.0 --
KHy 1.0 --
KHZ I.0 --
KXL I.0 --
KyL 1.0 --
KAp 0.5 1/sec
KAQ 0.5 I/sec
K,MR 0.5 i/sec
KAX O. 2 1/se c
KAy 0.1 i/sec
K._Z 0. I I/sec
KFM 0. 3048 m/ft
KMF 3. 2809 ft/m
GMX I , GMX 2 , GMX 3 0.5 --
: GMX_ 0.I --
- _i GI_ s 0.5 -
GHX6 O. I --
GMNI, GMN2 , _I s O.8 --
GMN_ 0.3 --
GMhs 0.8 -
GMN6 O.l -
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TABLE 13.- CONTINUED
I
Parameter I Value Units
Filter parameters
Olp G7 rad/sec
_q G8• r 9
•i _X G1 o
_y GII
_oZ GZ2
_Ip GI3
_Zq Gz_
_Ir GI5
_2p GI6
_2q Gz7
_2r GI8
_3p Gz9 "
'"sq G2o
_O3r G21
__ o.2
_EY 0.05
_EZ O.2
_, o.o5
_OEO 0.05
_E_ 0.05
_p' _q' _r' _X' _Y' _;Z
J" t_ _E:,' _:g0' _E,#' _F.,X,_;EY' _F.,Z 0.707 -
!' GMX7, GMX,, GMX9 0.7 rad/sec
GMXxo 2.0
GMXxx 0.7
_ ClqXx2 1.5
.1
"'I 02¢ '
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TABLE 13.- CONCLLq)ED
Parameter ! Value I
i I Units
F11ter parameters (continued
GMX13, GMXI_, GMXI5 4.0 rad/sec
GMX16, GMXI7, GMXI8 2.7
GMX19 , GMX_0 , GMXzl 2.0
GM/q7, GMN 8 , GMN 9 0.3
GMNIo I.6
GMN 0.3
ii
GM_ 1.0
12
GMNI3, GMNI_, GMN_s 3.0
GMN16 , GMN17 , GMNIs 2.0
GMNIg, GMIq2o, GMIq2! i 1.5
i
Limits
_MAX O.6283 rad
_MAX 0.3141 rad
_MAX 0.4189 rad
XMAX 0.8534 m
YMAX ii.278 m
ZMAX I.189 m
AL_ 3.2 rad/sec z
. AL8 I.6 rad /sec 2
AL_ I.6 tad/sec2
ALX 2.4384 m/sec 2
ALy 2.0 m/sec 2
ALz 3.3528 m/sec 2
2.438 m/sec z
;_MAX 2. 7432 m/sec 2
ZMAX 3.3528 m/sec 2
g3
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